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04.11.2016 – United Nations 
Climate Change Conference 
(COP22), Marrakech

“What once seemed 
unthinkable is now 
unstoppable. Strong 
international support 
for the Paris Agreement 
entering into force is a 

testament to the urgency for action, and reflects the consensus 
of governments that robust global cooperation, grounded in 
national action, is essential to meet the climate challenge”. These 
are the words spoken by UN Secretary- General Ban Ki-moon 
regarding the Paris Climate Agreement, entered into force on 
4th November, 2016.

At the Paris climate conference (COP21) in December 2015, 195 
countries adopted the first-ever universal, legally binding global 
climate deal. The Agreement, ratified by countries representing 
more than 55 % of global carbon emissions, obliges to hold 
global warming to no more than 2°C above pre-industrial levels. 
“That is what scientists regard as the limit of safety, beyond 
which climate change is likely to become catastrophic and 
irreversible” (The Guardian).  

Governments agreed
•  a long-term goal of keeping the increase in global average 
temperature to well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels;
•  to aim to limit the increase to 1.5°C, since this would 
significantly reduce risks and the impacts of climate change;
•  on the need for global emissions to peak as soon as possible, 
recognising that this will take longer for developing countries;
•  to undertake rapid reductions thereafter in accordance with 
the best available science.

07.11.2016 - United Nations Climate 
Change Conference (COP22), 
Marrakech
The Marrakech meeting was the 22nd Session of the Conference 
of the Parties to the U.N. Framework Convention on Climate 
Change (UNFCCC), known as COP 22. It also served as the first 

meeting of the governing body of the Paris Agreement, known 
by the acronym CMA.

In the framework of the U.N. climate efforts, Marrakech was 
an important transitional moment, pivoting from the years of 
negotiation that produced the Paris Agreement to a new phase 
focused on implementation.

The threshold for entry into force of the Paris agreement – 
formal acceptance by 55 countries accounting for at least 55 
percent of global emissions – was reached October 4, 2016. By 
the close of the Marrakech conference, it had been ratified by 
111 countries representing more than three-fourths of global 
emissions.

Heading into Marrakech, developed countries released a 
roadmap outlining how they foresee meeting the goal of 
mobilizing $100 billion a year in public and private finance for 
developing countries by 2020. 

Negotiations will resume at the annual Subsidiary Bodies 
meeting, set for May 8-18, 2017, in Bonn, Germany. Fiji will 
assume the COP presidency at COP 23, to be held November 
6-17, 2017, in Bonn. Poland will host COP 24, set for November 
5-16, 2018.

09.11.2016 - ESPO Award
Last November 9th, FEPORT attended the ESPO Award 
ceremony held in Brussels.

To promote the efforts made by different European ports to 
enhance the city port relations through innovative projects, 
ESPO decided in 2009 to give out an annual ESPO award on 
Societal Integration of Ports. After the two first editions, it was 
decided to focus each year on one different aspect of societal 
integration. The theme of this year’s ESPO Award was ‘Nature 
in Ports’.

The ESPO Award 2016 was handed out by DG MOVE Director 
General, Mr. Henrik Hololei to bremenports in recognition of its 
strategies in safeguarding and further upgrading the nature and 
ecosystem in the port area (on land and/or waterside).
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10-11.11.2016 - Trade Contact Group 
meeting - Guarantee Waiver
On 10 November, FEPORT participated in a joint Trade Contact 
Group meeting with Member States. The meeting built upon 
discussions of the Trade Contact Group Plenary meeting of 04th 
October, and focused on how to ensure a smooth implementation 
of the legal provisions of the Union Customs Code Implementing 
and Delegated Acts.

A priority issue for FEPORT during discussions was to ensure 
that the Union Customs Code has a guarantee system that 
builds upon the existing AEO (Authorized Economic Operator) 
concept, thereby giving the industry and national authorities a 
clear understanding of obligations that need to be met by trade 
to avail of a guarantee waiver.

10.11.2016 - FERMED Conference
On 10 November, 
FEPORT participated in 
the FERMED conference 
on “Trans-Eurasian 
Railway Connections and 
Multimodal Links in EU and 
Neighbouring Countries” 
which was hosted by the 

Representation of the Free State of Bavaria to the EU in Brussels.

The event was an opportunity for FERRMED to highlight the 
opportunities for the Eurasian land-bridge railway system. 
Among the panellists there was Mr. Wang Hongjian (Minister of 
the Chinese Mission to the EU) who gave a speech regarding the 
support received by many countries across the New Silk Road to 
implement the OBOR strategy.

11.11.2016 – 50th anniversary of 
Europe Container Terminals (ECT)
Last November 11th, 2016, FEPORT was very proud to be 
among the 1000 high level international guests invited by ECT 
to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the company.

Half a century ago indeed, six companies joined forces to 

form a separate company - 
Europe Container Terminus 
– dedicated to the unloading 
and loading of what was a 
new phenomenon at the 
time: the container. Thanks to 
that step container handling 
became an established 
activity in Rotterdam.

ECT has built container handling from the ground up in 
Rotterdam. It all started in the Eemhaven port area near the city 
centre, where it experienced tremendous growth from 1967 
onwards. In 1984, transition was made to Maasvlakte. 

In the early nineties, ECT introduced the automated terminal 
concept at the Maasvlakte and for years, the Rottardam based 
private terminal operator in the world to combine human 
labour and automation.  

Today, ECT is again leading the path of innovation by organizing 
the hinterland logistics through synchromodality thus which 
will allow improved capacity utilization and sustainability.

Synchromodality will be presented at FEPORT Second Annual 
Stakeholders’ conference on December 8th, 2016.

15.11.2016 - In view of the 
Council meeting, 30 EU transport 
associations reiterate their call for 
more EU budget for transport

Transport is an enabler of economic growth and jobs, currently 
giving jobs to 20 million persons and accounting for 10% of 
total EU employment. It is therefore crucial to continue to invest 
in the completion of the Trans-European Network for Transport 
(TEN-T) thus allowing to create 10 million additional jobs and 
1.8% GDP growth expected by 2030.

Decrease in national transport budgets has led to less and less 
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investments in transport infrastructure and it is anticipated that 
the non-completion of TEN-T will cause the loss of around 3.2 
billion EUR GDP and the non-creation of 11 million job-years.

 “We cannot afford to stop the effort of completing the TEN-T 
because this would highly compromise the integration of the 
different modes of transport and the efficiency of logistics chains 
in Europe. Our internal and external trade would certainly suffer 
from a lower ambition in terms of EU financing” comments 
Lamia Kerdjoudj-Belkaid, Secretary General of FEPORT.

“We, transport stakeholders, rely on the Council to make sure that 
all past efforts regarding the financing of TEN-T are carried on 
and that Europe’s competitive advantage in terms of transport 
infrastructure is consolidated thanks to the allocation to the CEF 
budget of 500 billion Euros” concludes Lamia Kerdjoudj-Belkaid.

15.11.2016 - 2016 EuDA Annual 
Conference
Last November 15th, FEPORT was invited to attend to the 
European Dredging Association (EuDA) annual Conference held 
in Brussels. 

The theme of this year’s edition being “GLOBAL CO2 EMISSIONS: 
New Opportunities for the European Dredgers?”.

The event opened with an overview of political initiatives to 
reduce CO2 emissions from ships and or dredgers at IMO, in 
the EU and in the Netherlands. In the last presentation of the 
conference, the possible solutions proposed by the European 
Dredgers were briefly described. 

Attendees could listen to valuable speeches given, among others, 
by Mr. Alistair Hull (Technical Director of International Chamber 
Of Shipping), Mr. Heiko Kunst (Policy Officer, International 
Carbon Market, Aviation and Maritime, European Commission, 
DG CLIMA), Mr. Harry Zondag (Strategic Advisor for Dredging 
Programmes, Projects and Maintenance at Rijkswaterstaat) and 
Mr. Paris Sansoglou (Secretary General of the EuDA).

15.11.2016 - Global Logistics 
Emissions Council (GLEC) 
Conference
On 15 November, The Global Logistics Emissions Council (GLEC) 
of industry initiatives, associations and leading multinationals 
involved in freight movement led by Smart Freight Centre, 
celebrated the launch of a universal and transparent way of 
calculating logistics emissions: the GLEC Framework.

The GLEC framework is designed to allow companies to 
be competitive and more environmentally sustainable by 
improving freight efficiency, tracking greenhouse gas emissions 
and lowering costs.

FEPORT is committed to playing its role in the greening of 
the European logistics chain. FEPORT participated in the 
GLEC Conference, and has started discussions about deeper 
cooperation between terminal operators and other actors 
in the logistics chain to ensure a coordinated approach to 
sustainability.

15-17.11.2016 - INTERMODAL 
EUROPE 2016
Last November 
15th-17th, FEPORT 
participated at 
the Intermodal 
Europe - the world-
leading exhibition 
and conference for 
companies associated 
with the container 
and intermodal industries covering all areas of container 
transport and logistics across road, rail and sea. 

This three-day event gathered around 5,000 participants from 
across the world. They came together to not only network and do 
business but to see the latest innovations and logistic solutions. 
The event comprised of an exhibition and a conference
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22-23.11.2016 - International 
Labour Organization (ILO) 
meetings in Geneva
FEPORT participated in the recent ILO meeting of experts to 
adopt a Revised Code of Practice on Safety and Health in Ports. 
The meeting served as an opportunity for social partners at 
global level to ensure that all challenges to port health and 
safety are being addressed in a sufficient manner.

FEPORT believes the work being done by such ILO working 
groups is invaluable to improving global port health and safety 
standards and is committed to cooperation with European 
social partners who are presently discussing this topic in the 
framework of the European social dialogue for ports.

28.11.2016 – EU-PORTRAItS Project 
Conference on trends and prospects 
in the port sector – port worker 
training needs

Last November 28th, 
FEPORT participated 
at the EU-Portraits 
Project Conference 
held in Brussels. The 
purpose of this event 
was to present and 

discuss the initial findings of the EU-PORTRAITS project on 
major trends in the port sector and related training needs, and 
to solicit further input from industry experts through structured 
presentations and open dialogue.

FEPORT welcomed the findings of the project, in particular 
the conclusion that social partners are best placed to address 
training issues at European level, and reiterated its commitment 
to work constructively with social partners and the European 
institutions. FEPORT reiterated that social partners are 
committed to ever improving training standards in all ports, 
irrespective of size or cargo type.

29.11.2016 - Social Dialogue 
meeting
On 29 November, the European Social Partners for Ports held 
the final social dialogue meeting for ports for 2016. The meeting 
focused on agreeing on a framework for discussions on training 
at European level as well as continuing work on pressing health 
and safety issues such as the safe loading and unloading of bulk 
carriers and fumigation of containers.

The social partners agreed to create an expert working group 
on training which will allow for in-depth discussions on key 
issues related to training. The social partners will outline the 
composition and scope of this expert work during the first 
social dialogue meeting for ports in 2017.

29.11.2016 – European Shippers’ 
Council Maritime Day

On November 29th, the Maritime Transport Council’s Maritime 
Day took place in the World Trade Center in Barcelona, Spain. 

The agenda consisted of a discussion of the amendment of the 
SOLAS convention, which from July 1 on required the weighing 
of containers. Additionally, a follow up and update at the 
European level was provided. Mr. Guillermo Belcastro, CEO of 
Best Terminal (HPH) in Barcelona was among the speakers

The second preliminary theme of the day was maritime alliances 
and competition. With regard to this topic the future of maritime 
transport were discussed.

30.11.2016 - 5th IRU/EU Road 
Transport Conference: One belt, 
one road – consequences for Europe
Last November 30th, Europe’s top transport professionals from 
the business and political fields gathered to examine the potential 
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opportunities and challenges for 
Europe resulting from China’s 
major policy  programme ‘One 
Belt, One Road’ within the frame 
of the 5th IRU/EU Road Transport 
Conference: One belt, one road – 
consequences for Europe.

The event featured speakers such 
as Mr. Wang Hongjian (Chargé d’affaires, Mission of the People’s 
Republic of China to the EU), Mr. Arpád Érsek (Slovakian Minister 
of Transport, Construction and Regional Development), Mr. 
Michael Cramer MEP (Chair European Parliament Transport 
Committee), Mr. Matthew Baldwin (Deputy Director General, 
DG MOVE) and Mr. Umberto de Pretto (IRU Secretary General).

“It is important that industry discusses about OBOR and identifies 
the impact the project may have on the European TEN-T network. 
FEPORT is looking forward to continuing the discussions in the 
framework of the Second Annual Stakeholders’ Conference to be 
held on December 8th and to welcoming IRU members” comments 
Lamia Kerdjoudj-Belkaid, Secretary General of FEPORT.

Meetings of the month

Coming meetings

18.11.2016
30.11.2016

FEPORT Social Affairs Committee, Paris
FEPORT Environment, Safety and Security 
Committee, Brussels

1-2.12.2016

08.12.2016

09.12.2016
19.12.2016

Transport, Telecommunications and Energy 
Council, Council of the European Union,
Brussels
Second Annual Stakeholders Conference, 
Brussels
EU Rail Freight Day 2016, Brussels
Environment Council, Council of the European 
Union, Brussels
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